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The problem of neo-speakers in language revitalization: 
The example of Breton 

Steve Hewitt  stevehewitt49@gmail.com  

From a peak of over 1 million speakers in 1950, Breton, a severely endangered 
Brythonic Celtic language in Brittany, northwestern France, now has probably 
under 200,000 speakers, with numerous semi-speakers and rusty speakers, and 
approximately 0.2-0.3% literacy (ability to write a simple personal letter) in Breton 
among native speakers. Practically all natural transmission by native speakers 
ceased between the 1950s and 1970s, so the great majority of native speakers are 
now over 60 years old. The language further suffers from an absence of 
standardization among native speakers (there is considerable dialectal 
fragmentation; most speakers know only their local dialect). There are three 
competing orthographies, with the linguistically least appropriate (ZH) accounting 
for 85% of users, the vast majority of whom are non-native learners.  

Language activism, confined largely to learners since the 1920s, began to expand 
significantly in the 1970s and 1980s, leading to the establishment of all-Breton 
Diwan immersion schools and public Div Yezh and private (state-assisted Catholic) 
Dihun bilingual schools. However total numbers in these three Breton-language 
streams come to less than 3% of school-age children in Brittany. The dominant 
language among learners, both children and adults, is an artificial standard with 
numerous, and to native speakers, impenetrable neologisms, but strong French 
phonetics, syntax and phraseology. While no one factor, apart from the lexicon, 
impedes communication between learners and traditional speakers outright, the 
cumulative effect is to make intercomprehension laborious, and usually unfeasible 
in practice.  

With the exception of 5-10% of learners, most neo-speakers do not readily 
understand traditional speech. Traditional speakers tend to be ashamed of their 
language, and reluctant to speak it to those who do not master their own particular 
variety fluently. Neos, on the other hand, often explain away their lack of facility 
with native-like Breton by claiming that it is so “degenerate” that it is not worth 
saving, and that no matter how faulty their own Breton, as they say in Ireland: Is 
fearr Gaeilge bhriste ná Béarla cliste ‘Better to have broken Irish than clever English’.  

The rather extreme Breton situation, where native Breton speech is now rarely 
heard in public and is all but inaccessible to learners, raises the question as to how 
feasible it is for a whole cohort to revitalize a language without intensive contact 
with native speakers. Part of the answer may lie in redesigning teaching materials 
to make native-like Breton more readily available to learners, and in tweaking the 
written standard to allow more faithful reflection of the living dialects.  
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Figure 1: Area of Breton speech and traditional dialects 
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Figure 2: Estimates of percentages of Breton-speakers in 2004  

 

Figure 3: Percentages of Breton and French speakers in Lower Brittany 
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Table 1: The speaker demography of Breton 

Type of 
speakers 

Number of 
speakers 

% of 
activists 

Orthography Political views 

Traditional 
spontaneous 
native 
speakers 

200,000, all local dialects, 
0.2-0.3% functional literacy 
in Breton (ability to write a 
simple personal letter) 

?? any, if 
literate, or 
more likely, 
spontaneous 
forms 

95% same as 
French 
mainstream 

Popularizing 
activists 
 
 
 
 
Neologizing 
activists 

Optimistic 
estimate: 
10,000 – 20,000 
95% of whom 
are learners 
 
(i.e. no more 
than 500-1,000 
Breton-literate 
native 
speakers) 

10-14% 

OU 
(Orthographe 
universitaire – 
Skolveurieg) 

90% same as 
French 
mainstream, 
plus support 
for Breton 
language 

1-2% 

ID 
(Interdialectale 
– 
Etrerannyezhel) 

support for 
Breton, 
regional 
autonomy 

85-90% 
ZH (Peurunvan 
– ‘fully unified’) 

support for 
Breton, 
regional 
autonomy, 
independence 

 

There are three basic possible approaches to orthography design: 

 mononomic (monodialectal) system: problem of choice of dialect base – 
Breton-speakers will not accept imposition of single dialect; historically, 
there have been separate norms for KLT and G; OU has parallel systems 
for L and G (the OU G standard is little used); 

 binomic (bidialectal) system: ZH is a single system based on L; some ZH 
conventions are meant to include G. L and G are two conservative, 
peripheral dialects – no account is taken, in this solution, of the majority 
innovating central dialects; 

 polynomic (supradialectal) umbrella system: inherent in this approach 
is the problem of the amount of variation to be allowed; ID was the first 
attempt at a true supradialectal system; E goes considerably further in this 
direction. 
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Figure 4: s: kaseg, keseg ‘mare(s)’ – z everywhere [s/z-   -z-   -z/s] (Old Breton s) 
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Figure 5: ż: neweż ‘new’ – L z, elsewhere not pronounced – (Old Breton δ) 

The “z léonard”, going back to OB δ, is pronounced only in L, NW.  
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Figure 6: zh: kazh ‘cat’ – K, L, T z; G h (Old Breton θ) 
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Figure 7: -w-: neweż ‘new’ ‒ K, L -v-; T -w-; G -ɥ-  

Etym. ZH OU 

s z z 

ż z z 

zh zh z (h) 

w v v (ù) 

v v v 
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Figure 8: oa: koad ‘wood’ – NW ˈoːa; NE-SW wa; SE we 
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aw/ao  braw KLT /braw/, G /braẅ/ 
   paotr L /paot/, KT /poːt/, G /pəut/ 

 

Figure 9: ao: paotr ‘boy’ – L aˑo; K, T oː; G əu 

Only E distinguishes between ao (L ao, NE-SW oː, G əu) and aw, e.g. braw ‘fine’ 
(KLT aˑo, G aɥ). 
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Figure 10: palatalization in plural of words in -d: koajoù ‘woods’ ‒ K, L, T -ʒ-; G -ḏ- 
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-

 

Figure 25: object pronoun construction ‘if I saw her’: 
KLT post-verbal a-marking; G proclitic pronoun 
KLT ma welffenn aneżi/’nei; KLT literary, obsolete: ma he gwelffenn; G ha p’he 
gwelehenn 

There is a profound difference between the old (G) and new (KLT) systems. Literary 
Breton tends to favour the old system, even though it is no longer well understood 
in KLT. While this may be attributable to linguistic conservatism, the more likely 
reason is that the old proclitic system is isomorphic with French: si je la voyais, and 
therefore more natural to French-speaking learners. 
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Other morphological problems 

‘you have 2SG’ lit. ac’h eus, az peus; pop. peus, teus, ffeus 

‘we have’ lit. hon eus, pop. hon deus, hor beus, hom meus > meump, neusomp 

‘they have’ lit. o deus, pop. deus, neus, > neusont, deuint, neuint 

‘we’ lit. ni, pop. nei, nign, nimp, mimp, mump 

‘they’ i, int-i, int, hint, hê, ģi 

‘my’ va, ma 

‘our’ hon, hon/hor/hol, hom, ho’ X domp (‘our X to.us’) 

future plural and conditional, KLT -ff-, G -eh- 

Future plural:   W T, K  G 
  1pl -imp -ffomp  -eemp 
  2pl -ot/-ox -ffet/-îet -eet 
  3pl -int -ffont  -eent 
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Standard language - dialects 

 Old Breton: 800-1250, native Brythonic orthography 

 Hiatus: roughly 1250-1450 – no written texts; when Middle Breton 
appears around 1450 (one text ca. 1350), full of French words, V2 
constraint, and perfect tenses on French model – the break is as great as 
between Old English and Middle English.  

 Middle Breton: 1450-1659, still etymological orthography, but aligned on 
French conventions; literary standard (no dialects apparent) 

 Modern dialects: 1659 > henceforth all writing clearly identifiable by 
dialect. 

 Twin modern standards based on peripheral, conservative dialects of 
Leon and Gwened, disregarding mainstream NE-SW “innovating” 
dialects: not result of pre-eminence of L or G, or active acceptance by 
native speakers of them as literary standards; rather: those areas 
traditionally more devout > produced more priests (only users of written 
Breton). 

 No native speakers speak standard: at best, if literate (very rare), they 
speak their own dialect clearly, occasionally adopting more standard 
morphology 
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Decline of traditional – rise of “neo-Breton” 

 1906 – 60% Breton monoglots in Lower Brittany 

 Last real monoglots 1980s 

 1950s-1970s: bilingual conversations common between grandparents and 
grandchildren (grandparents cannot speak French, grandchildren cannot 
speak Breton) 

 Costaouec 2002, Quel avenir pour le breton populaire ? Enquête à la Forêt-
Fouesnant, Finistère: Last exchanges in Breton not within family or at 
work, rather with childhood friends. 

 Learners’ motivation, proportions?: 
 Breton in family 
 Political commitment, activism 

 Many budding learners drop out when they realize that Standard Breton 
does not enable them to communicate with older family members 

 Standardization since 1925 (Gwalarn literary magazine) out of the hands 
of native speakers; controlled by French-dominant learners 
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“Neo-Breton” 

 Phonetics: entirely aligned on French; hesitant, non-fluent delivery 

 Morphology: conservative, minority forms, disregarding majority usage 

 Syntax: either French; or hypercorrectly anti-French (cf. overuse of initial 
focus, felt to be “typically Breton”) 

 Lexicon: maximal avoidance of French loanwords, even long-standing 
ones; widespread use of neologisms, usually impenetrable to traditional 
speakers 
native words used improperly as exact equivalents of French meanings, cf. 
kudenn ‘skein, tangle’; neo: ‘problem’:  
traditional:  te so ’nem lakeed en ur well gudenn ase ‘you’ve got yourself 
in quite a tangle there’  
neo: ??! kudennoù meus ‘I have problems’ (??! ‘I have tangles’) 

 Phraseology: thoroughly French, whereas traditional Breton is quite 
independent of French; often possible to re-establish word-for-word the 
French model 

 Cumulative effect largely impedes traditional/neo communication: 
near incomprehension in both directions 
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Speaker attitudes 

Traditional speakers 

 Ashamed of speaking Breton; taught that Breton is worthless 
 Reluctant to speak Breton to strangers – for intimates only 
 0.2-0.3% functional literacy (ability to write simple personal letter) 
 Do not acknowledge or master any standard – local dialect only (many 

have some familiarity with dialectal variation, but not Standard Breton) 
 Most comfortable speaking with Breton-speakers from a 40-60 km radius 

of own dialect 
 Use Breton for increasingly limited domains 
 Breton has no future 
 Ashamed they did not transmit Breton to children 
 Forget Breton: no use, no future 
 Difficult to understand why, when they know good French, young people 

want to reclaim Breton, especially when their neo-variety is not readily 
comprehensible 

“Neo-speakers” 

 Proud of reclaiming Breton 
 Breton is an important badge of reclaimed Breton identity, 

“otherness”, “non-Frenchness” 
(authenticity of variety unimportant – must be different from French) 

 Restore full Breton dignity 
 Traditional speakers “betrayed” the cause by not transmitting Breton 
 Traditional speech corrupt, deviates from standard, not worth saving 
 Use Breton for all purposes – restore full range of domains 
 Modern “unified” language, banish dialectal fragmentation and French 

lexical items 
 Criticism of neo-Breton: “languages, change, evolve, improve” (even 

though neo-Breton represents a clean break, a new variety rather than a 
natural evolution and unification of traditional Breton) 
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A sample of learners’ Breton, clearly influenced by the ZH orthography 

Radio Kerne, An Divskouarn o nijal: Picasso hag ar maouezed 2  

(Ears flying: Picasso and women) The following link is to a discussion in French-
sounding Standard Breton between two young learners, one a radio journalist, the 
other a staff member of the Quimper Arts Museum, about an exhibition on “Picasso 
and Women”). The examples in the table, taken from the first few minutes of the 
interview, show how the ZH orthography (column 1) has influenced the learners’ 
pronunciation (column 2), which should be different (column 3), corresponding to 
E orthography (column 4). Especially numerous are examples of voiceless 
pronunciation of final obstruents before initial vowels or sonorants, which native 
speakers find upsetting (in native phonology, not possible over a word boundary). 
There is also confusion over whether or not to pronounce the ż: second example e 
vez anavezet /e ve ãna'vezɛt/; normal would be either L /e vez ãnaˈveːzɛd/ or TK/ə 
ve ãnˈvẹːëd/, but not the mixture produced. The general impression is of a strong 
French accent, which is not true of the subsequent audio links of real native 
speakers from T. 
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http://www.radiobreizh.net/bzh/episode.php?epid=11899  

ZH IPA should be IPA E 

ur vaouez ‘a woman’ œʁ ˈvawɛs œʁ ˈvəwɛs ur vaoues 

e vez anavezet ur 
vaouez ‘one can 
recognize a woman’ 

e ve ãna'vezɛt œʁ 
'vawɛs 

e ve ãn'veːəd œʁ 
'vəwəs 

e veż anveżed ur 
vaoues 

c’hoazh ‘still’ xwas hwas xwazh 

emaomp dirak un dra 
‘we find ourselves in 
front of something’ 

emɔ̃m diˈʁak œn dʁa mõm diˈʁag ˈœnː dʁa emomp dirag un dra 

mil nav c’hant ‘1900’ mil nao xãnt mil 'nao hãn mil naw xant 

gant ar blakenn ‘with 
the plaque’ 

ˈgãːt aʁ 'blakɛn gãn ɐ 'blakən gant ar blakenn 

Kemper (Quimper) kæ̃ːpɛːʁ ˈkempəʁ, ˈkepɐ Kemper 

a c’hell bezañ 
disheñvel ‘may be 
different’ 

a ˈxɛl bea diˈsæ̃ːvɛl ɐ ˈhel bea diˈsẽːvəl a xell beżañ disheñvel 

pouezus e oa ‘it was 
important’ 

'pweːzys e 'wa 'pwẹːzyz ə 'waː pouesus e oa 

chomet e gwenn ‘it 
stayed white’ 

'ʃɔmɛt e 'gwɛn 'ʃõməd e 'gwen: chomed e gwenn 

ha dedennus eo ivez 
‘and it’s interesting’ 

a de'dɛnys e iːe a de'denːyz e 'iːe ha dedennus eo ive 

lakat al liv ‘put the 
paint/colour’ 

'lakat al 'liːu 'lakɐd ɐ 'liu lakad ar liw 

labourat e unan ‘work 
himself’ 

la'burat e yːnãn la'buːʁɐd i hỹːn labourad e hûn 

den ebet ober an dra-
se ‘nobody do that’ 

'den e'bɛt o'bɛʁ ãn 
dʁa-ze 

'dẽ̝ːn əbed 'obəʁ n 
draː-he 

den ebed ober an dra-
se 

eñ ‘he’ jɔ̃ (h)ɛ̃õ heñv 

ne oa ket ur vignonez 
‘was not a female 
friend’ 

ne wa 'kɛt œʁ 
vi'ɲɔ̃nɛs 

nə 'wa këd œʁ 
vĩ'ɲõːnës 

ne oa ked ur vignones 

den ne oar ‘nobody 
knows’ 

dɛn ne waʁ 'dẽːn nə 'waːʁ den ne ẘoar 

mont a rae ‘he went’ mɔ̃n a rae 'mõnː ə 'ʁɛː mond a rae 

evit ul levr ‘for a book’ evit œl lɛəʁ vid œ leœʁ ewid ur levr 

 

  

http://www.radiobreizh.net/bzh/episode.php?epid=11899
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Examples of authentic native speech, in T dialect: 

http://www.ina.fr/video/RN00001367127 Ur valss a garantez 

http://www.wat.tv/audio/maria-prat-ar-melexour-13qu2_2g74z_.html Maria Prat “Ar Meleżour”  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zQY44BhTTJY Maria Prat ha Roje Laouenan 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lm9JeAEk2RU Maria Prat ha Roje Laouenan 2 

  

http://www.ina.fr/video/RN00001367127
http://www.wat.tv/audio/maria-prat-ar-melexour-13qu2_2g74z_.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zQY44BhTTJY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lm9JeAEk2RU
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Remedies? 

 Reform orthography on supradialectal basis, to cater to main dialect 
reflexes (unlikely – prejudice among Neos against all but ZH orthography 
very strong; they pronounce ZH according to French phonology – all but 
incomprehensible to native speakers) 

 Provide teaching materials with a more realistic reflection of actual 
usage of traditional native speakers (again, highly unlikely: (1) not 
many teachers capable of designing such materials; (2) this calls into 
question the authority of current neo-teachers/activists) 

 Not possible to claim that the Neo-Breton being promoted is a 
continuation of traditional native Breton 

 Neo-activists fight for Breton because it exists 
But they don’t much like what exists! 

 Situation almost as if Israeli Hebrew was being promoted by some 
10,000 neo-speakers while there were still 20 times as many 
(200,000) native speakers of Biblical Hebrew. 

 Problem of inauthentic neo variety calqued on the metropolitan 
language also strong in Irish, emergent in Scottish Gaelic and even in 
Welsh (especially in English-speaking areas of Wales) 
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